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IAEA/NDS requirements related to database software
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The Nuclear Data Section of the IAEA disseminates data to the NDS users through
Internet or on CD-ROMs and diskettes. OSU Web-server on DEC Alpha with Open
VMS and Oracle/DEC DBMS provides via CGI scripts and FORTRAN retrieval
programs access to the main nuclear databases supported by the networks of Nuclear
Reactions Data Centres and Nuclear Structure and Decay Data Centres (CINDA,
EXFOR, ENDF, NSR, ENSDF). For Web-access to data from other libraries and files,
the hyper-links to the files stored in ASCII text or other formats are used. Databases on
CD-ROM are usually provided with some retrieval system. They are distributed in the
run-time mode and follow to all license requirements from software used in the
development. Although major development work is done now at the PC with MS-
Windows and Linux, NDS may not at present, due to some institutional conditions, to use
these platforms for organization of the Web access to the data.

Starting from the end of 1999, the NDS, in co-operation with other data centers,
began to work out the strategy of migration of main network nuclear data bases on
platforms other then DEC Alpha/Open VMS/DBMS. Because the different co-operating
centers have their own preferences in choosing of hard and software, the requirement to
provide a maximum platform independence for nuclear databases is the most important
and very desirable feature. This requirement set up some standards at the nuclear
database software development. Taking into account the present state and future
development, these standards can be formulated as following:

1. All numerical data (experimental, evaluated, recommended values and their
uncertainties) prepared for inclusion in the IAEA/NDS nuclear database should be
submitted in the form of the ASCII text files and will be kept at NDS as a master file.

2. Databases with complex structure should be submitted in the form of the files with
standard SQL statements describing all its components. All extensions of standard
SQL and standard Java used for database description, management and access should
be reported. Location and structure of external files should be given if any.

3. If the authors used any other software for creating database and access to data through
Web and/or on CD-ROM they should submit all source files and run-time or self-
expanding executable for CD-ROM version which should contain all necessary
components to be installed at the user's computer.

4. All implementations should satisfy the license agreements at software used in
development and for data dissemination.

5. All databases and developed software should be documented.
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Online: TELNET or FTP: iaeand.iaea.org
username: IAEANDS for interactive Nuclear Data Information System
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